
                                      

  Installation Guide 

 

1. Mount the Timer Control Box (TCB) in a suitable accessible position adjacent to a mains 

outlet.  This could be in the stores or in an office where the Manager can see that the system 

is activated 

 

2. Connect the inlet port 1 of the Air Solenoid Control to the airline system (there are a variety 

of adaptors supplied with the kit).  The easiest way is normally to remove the air supply hose 

to the pump from the main pipework and fit the T-piece into the line.  The air supply hose to 

the pump is usually ¼” BSP so the M/F T-piece fits in the line.  The solenoid is mounted on the 

side branch of the “T”.  The solenoid should normally be fitted upstream of any air pressure 

regulator. 

 

Note: It is important that the air pressure from the solenoid is high enough to control the     

Air-Block valve.  If the pressure to one of the pumps has been turned down to slow the pump 

do not connect the solenoid to this air supply as it may not control the other pumps operating 

at a higher pressure. 

 

3. Run the 2-core low voltage cable from the TCB to the Air Solenoid Control (24v) and connect 

to the terminal blocks (it doesn’t matter which way round the wires go). 

 

                   

 

 



4. Remove the air fitting from the pump body and screw the Air-Block valve into the pump.  

Connect the air fitting into the inlet of the Air-Block valve and fit an Air-Block valve to all the 

pump you want to control. 

 

                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Plug in a 4mm nylon pipe to each Air-Block valve and connect them together with a T-piece 

or multiway connector.  Run the 4mm nylon pipe back to the Air-Solenoid control and plug it 

into port 2.  If using a multiway connector make sure any unused ports are blocked off with a 

blanking plug. 

 

               

 

6. Turn the air back on and check for any leaks. 

 



7. Set the time program on the Timer Control Box to suit your working hours.  The system will 

then automatically shut-off the air to all the connected pumps during your non-working 

hours and you will never have to worry again about whether someone has turned off the air 

or isolated the pumps when they went home. 

 

The AirCut Air-Block valves are available in a range of sizes to suit various pumps with different inlet 

connections or air consumption requirements.  They all use the same 4mm control connection so 

they can be easily be mixed on the same system. 

 

   

 

For further information on the AirCut system please contact your local distributor or telephone our 

sales team on the details listed below. 

 

 

Permex Ltd 

Riverside House, Plumpton Road 

Hoddesdon 

Hertfordshire, EN11 0PA 

Tel - 01992 452960 

Email - sales@permex.co.uk 

Web - www.permex.co.uk 

mailto:sales@permex.co.uk
http://www.permex.co.uk/


 


